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An Abelian Higgs model for disclinations in nematics
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Topological defects in elastic media may be described by a geometric field akin to three-dimensional gravity.
From this point of view, disclinations are line defects of zero width corresponding to a singularity of the curvature
in an otherwise flat background. On the other hand, in two dimensions, the Frank free energy of a nematic liquid
crystal may be interpreted as an Abelian Higgs Lagrangian. In this work, we construct an Abelian Higgs model
coupled to “gravity” for the nematic phase, with the perspective of finding more realistic disclinations. That is, a
cylindrically symmetric line defect of finite radius, invariant under translations along its axis. Numerical analysis
of the equations of motion indeed yield a +1 winding number “thick” disclination. The defect is described jointly
by the gauge and the Higgs fields, that compose the director field, and the background geometry. Away from
the defect, the geometry is conical, associated to a dihedral deficit angle. The gauge field, confined to the defect,
gives a structure to the disclination while the Higgs field, outside, represents the nematic order.
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1. Introduction

In a seminal paper [1], Tom Kibble proposed a mechanism to account for the formation of topological
defects during phase transitions in the early Universe. Indeed, as a result of spontaneous symmetry
breaking of gauge symmetry groups, cosmic line defects known as Nambu-Goto are expected to appear
when the phase of the Higgs field presents singularities. These defects are infinitely thin and have no
core structure. Surprisingly, the Kibble mechanism turned out to be also true for the formation of integer
winding number disclinations in nematics and several works took advantage of this analogy to test Kibble
mechanism from condensed matter experiments [2, 3].

Another well-known example of broken symmetry leading to the generation of defects is the Ginzburg-
Landau theory of superconductivity [4], where the superconductivity order parameter couples to the
magnetic field. The broken symmetry superconducting transition includes Abrikosov’s vortices that
encapsulate the higher symmetry (normal) phase within the broken symmetry (superconducting) phase.
Similarly, the isotropic-nematic transition in liquid crystals, ruled by the Frank free energy, leads to the
creation of disclinations. Like Abrikosov’s vortices, +1 winding number disclinations encapsulate the
higher symmetry (isotropic) phase within the broken symmetry (nematic) phase. Perhaps not so well-
know is the fact that the Frank free energy can be expressed as an Abelian Higgs Lagrangian [5]. That
is, an Abelian gauge field coupled to the Higgs (the notorious Mexican hat) potential. In this work, we
bring together this Abelian Higgs description of the nematic phase and the geometric theory of defects
(described briefly in the next section) like it was done for cosmic strings by Garfinkle [6] and many
others that followed. Our interest here is to apply the above ideas to the study of the winding number +1
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disclinations depicted in figure 1. As can be easily inferred from the figure, there should be a great cost
in elastic energy to have singularities at the defect center. Indeed, the elastic energy involved is so high
that it is reasonable to assume that the defect core consists of a region of a more disordered higher energy
phase. Depending on the model and type of disclination, the core phase may be isotropic, escape into
the third dimension or biaxial. In any case, one should expect a smooth transition in the order parameter
from the center of the core to the outer regions. This is evident in our approach, where the director, as
represented by the Higgs field, presents the behavior shown in figure 3. At the same time, the disclination
core is threaded by an Abelian flux which represents the higher energy phase order trapped inside the
defect.

Figure 1. Representation of the average orientation of the molecules in the radial and circular winding
number +1 disclinations.

2. The model

2.1. Topological defects in elastic media and 3D gravity

Cosserat media form a particular class of elastic materials as they display a spin structure. They
consist of a continuous collection of particles that can not only move, but also display rotational degrees
of freedom [7]: they can, therefore, transmit both forces and torques to each other. This is, for instance, the
case of spin glasses and nematic elastomers, which are elastic solids with a spin structure. A disclination
is a topological defect that corresponds to a line singularity of the director field orientation.

In [8], Katanaev and Volovich used Riemann-Cartan manifolds to describe static disclinations: the
surface density of Frank vector field is translated as a curvature of the background geometry on which
low-energy elastic excitations propagate. Besides its mathematical elegance (in ordinary elasticity, defects
are introduced from a complicated set of boundary conditions), this geometric theory of defects has two
assets: 1) it offers an intuitive insight on the impact of a defect onto transport phenomena and 2) it
provides with a Taylor-made mapping between defects in condensed matter and defects in cosmology
(cosmic strings).

In the Katanaev and Volovich model, topological defects in elastic media are solutions to the La-
grangian

𝐿 = ^𝑅 − 2𝛾𝑅[𝑖 𝑗 ]𝑅
[𝑖 𝑗 ] , (2.1)

where ^ and 𝛾 are dimensioning parameters, and the elastic deformation is represented by the Ricci
curvature 𝑅. The antisymmetric part of the Ricci tensor 𝑅[𝑖 𝑗 ] = 1

2 (𝑅𝑖 𝑗 − 𝑅 𝑗𝑖) introduces torsion as
required for the existence of dislocations. In the absence of these, we are left with the Hilbert-Einstein
Lagrangian 𝐿 = ^𝑅 in 3D.

2.2. Frank free energy as an Abelian Higgs Lagrangian

The nematic phase of liquid crystals is characterized by the director field n, which defines the local
average orientation of the molecules as shown in figure 2. The static configuration of the nematic liquid
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crystals can be described by the Frank free energy density [9],

F =
1
2

[
𝐾1(∇ · ®𝑛)2 + 𝐾2(®𝑛 · ∇ × ®𝑛)2 + 𝐾3(®𝑛 × ∇ × ®𝑛)2

]
, (2.2)

where 𝐾1, 𝐾2, 𝐾3 are elastic constants associated respectively with splay, twist and bend distortions in
the liquid crystal. If one considers the approximation of one elastic constant 𝐾1 = 𝐾2 = 𝐾3 = 𝐾 , the free
energy (2.2) reads [9]

F =
1
2
𝐾𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑖𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑖 . (2.3)

Since the winding number +1 disclinations have planar ®𝑛, we define the complex director field

𝑛 = 𝑛1 + i𝑛2. (2.4)

With this, equation (2.3) can be written in a gauge covariant form as [10]

F =
1
2
𝐾𝐷 𝑗𝑛𝐷 𝑗𝑛 +

1
2
𝐹2, (2.5)

where the covariant derivative 𝐷 𝑗 = 𝜕 𝑗 −𝑖𝐴 𝑗 and 𝐹 = 𝜕1𝐴2−𝜕2𝐴1. The bar denotes complex conjugation
and the term in 𝐹2 is included to make the gauge field 𝐴𝑖 a dynamical variable. The gauge field dependence
on the complex director 𝑛 is given by [11]

𝐴𝑖 = Y
𝑗𝑘𝑛 𝑗𝜕𝑖𝑛

𝑘 , (2.6)

where Y 𝑗𝑘 is the two-dimensional Levi-Civita symbol.
Topological defects can be considered as small regions where the order is not well defined. Thus,

in order to model such regions we relax the usual boundary condition |𝑛| = 1 allowing the size of the
director to vary between 0 (in the center of the defect) and 1 (away from the defect). To do this we use a
Higgs-like potential

𝑉 (𝑛) = _

4
( |𝑛|2 − 1)2, (2.7)

which is minimized at |𝑛| = 1 This way, the interior of the defect is modelled by an isotropic fluid
(|𝑛| = 0) and the exterior is modelled by the nematic phase (|𝑛| = 1) corresponding to the ground state of
(2.7). The ratio 𝐾/_ is proportional to the core size of the disclination. By adding the potential (2.7) to
the free energy density (2.5) we obtain [5]

L𝑚 =
1
2
𝐾𝐷 𝑗𝑛𝐷 𝑗𝑛 +

1
2
𝐹2 + _

4
( |𝑛|2 − 1)2. (2.8)

Figure 2. The average local orientation of nematic molecules is specified by the director field n.
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2.3. Coupling elasticity to the orientation field

Matter fields in curved spacetime are generally described by the action

𝑆 =

∫
d4𝑥

√−𝑔
(

1
16π𝐺

𝑅 + L𝑚

)
, (2.9)

where 𝑅 is the Ricci scalar and 𝐺 denotes Newton’s constant. L𝑚 is the matter Lagrangian density. Both
terms are usually coupled via the so-called minimum coupling, where the geometry enters the covariant
derivatives that replace the ordinary ones from flat space.

In the case studied here, we have

𝑆 =

∫
d3𝑥

√−𝑔 (^𝑅 + L𝑚) , (2.10)

where L𝑚 is given by equation (2.8).

2.4. The ansatz

Let us consider a line defect placed on the 𝑧 axis, long enough as to allow us to assume translational
invariance along 𝑧. In order to benefit from the numeric machinery available in similar calculations,
we choose to work in four-dimensional spacetime, keeping in mind that the temporal dimension cannot
be affected by the relevant fields. This said, we consider the most general, cylindrically symmetric line
element invariant under boosts along the 𝑧-direction. In three-dimensional space, this reduces to the
required translational invariance. By using cylindrical coordinates, this line element is given by:

d𝑠2 = 𝑐2𝑁2(𝜌)d𝑡2 − d𝜌2 − 𝐿2(𝜌)d𝜙2 − 𝑁2(𝜌)d𝑧2 , (2.11)

where 𝑁 (𝜌) and 𝐿 (𝜌) are functions of 𝜌 only. As we shall see below, the numerical results indicate that
𝑁2(𝜌) is essentially constant and equal to one, ensuring that the time dimension is not affected. For this
metric, the only non-vanishing components of the Ricci tensor, 𝑅`a , are:

𝑅𝑡𝑡 = −𝑅𝑧𝑧 =
𝑁𝐿𝑁 ′′ + 𝑁𝑁 ′𝐿′ + 𝐿 (𝑁 ′)2

𝐿
, (2.12)

𝑅𝜌𝜌 =
2𝐿𝑁 ′′ + 𝑁𝐿′′

𝑁𝐿
, (2.13)

𝑅𝜙𝜙 =
𝐿 (2𝑁 ′𝐿′ + 𝑁𝐿′′)

𝑁
, (2.14)

where the primes denote derivatives with respect to 𝜌.
For the Higgs and gauge fields, we use the expressions below:

𝑛 = 𝑋 (𝜌)ei𝑚𝜙, (2.15)

®𝐴(𝜌) = 𝜙 [𝑚 − 𝐻 (𝜌)] = −𝜙𝐴(𝜌), (2.16)

where 𝑚 is the winding number. Particularly, in this work we are interested in 𝑚 = 1.

3. Equations of motion and boundary conditions

For convenience of the numerical analysis, we make 𝐾 = 1 in equation (2.8) and define

𝑥 =
√
_𝜌,

𝐿 (𝑥) =
√
_𝐿(𝜌). (3.1)

Therefore, the Lagrangian now depends only on two parameters: ^ and _.
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Varying the action (2.10) with respect to the matter and the metric fields, we obtain a system of four
non-linear coupled differential equations. These are the Euler-Lagrange equations:

(𝑁2𝐿𝑋 ′)′
𝑁2𝐿

= 𝑋

[
𝑋2 − 1 + 𝐻

2

𝐿2

]
, (3.2)

𝐿

𝑁2

(
𝑁2𝐻′

𝐿

) ′
=

1
_
𝑋2𝐻 . (3.3)

(𝐿𝑁𝑁 ′)′

𝑁2𝐿
=

1
2^

[
_𝐻′2

2𝐿2 − 1
4

(
𝑋2 − 1

)2
]
, (3.4)

and (
𝑁2𝐿′

) ′
𝑁2𝐿

= − 1
2^

[
_𝐻′2

2𝐿2 + 𝑋
2𝐻2

𝐿2 + 1
4

(
𝑋2 − 1

)2
]
. (3.5)

The primes in the above equations denote derivatives with respect to 𝑥.
The requirements of regularity at the origin and topologically stable solutions, lead to the following

boundary conditions for the matter and gauge fields

𝐻 (0) = 1; 𝐻 (∞) = 0 , (3.6)

𝑋 (0) = 0, 𝑋 (∞) = 1, (3.7)

and for the metric fields

𝑁 (0) = 1, 𝑁 ′ (0) = 0 , 𝐿(0) = 0, 𝐿′ (0) = 1 . (3.8)

4. Numerical results

In this section we numerically analyze the behavior of the solutions of the system of differential
equations that describe the Abelian vortex for the choice of physical parameters of the system. To perform
the numerical study, we used the computer program COLSYS (Collocation Software for Boundary-Value
ODEs) [12–14]. The system of differential equations is described through a set of functions 𝑢𝑖 (𝑥), where
𝑖 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑑 and 𝑑 ∈ [𝑎, 𝑏] are written as

d𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑖

d𝑥𝑚𝑖
= 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑧(𝑢)), (4.1)

where 𝑚𝑖 is the order of the differential equation of the function 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑧(𝑢) is the set of functions and
their derivatives given by

𝑧(𝑢) =
[
𝑢1,

d𝑢1
d𝑥

, . . . ,
d𝑢𝑚1−1

1
d𝑥𝑚1−1 , . . . , 𝑢𝑑 ,

d𝑢𝑑
d𝑥

, . . . ,
u.
𝑚𝑑−1
𝑑

x.𝑚𝑑−1

]
. (4.2)

This way, we have a system of 𝑑 differential equations with 𝑑 functions to be determined.
The boundary conditions are written as

𝑔 𝑗 (𝑧(𝑢([ 𝑗 ))) = 0, (4.3)

where 𝑗 = 1, · · · , 𝑚∗, such that 𝑚∗ =
∑𝑑

𝑖=1 𝑚𝑖 and [ 𝑗 ∈ [𝑎, 𝑏], [1 ⩽ [2 ⩽ · · · ⩽ [𝑚∗ . These are the
points where differential equations must meet the boundary conditions. We assume that the system has
numerical solutions such that the functions 𝑢𝑖 (𝑥) ∈ 𝐶𝑚𝑖−1 are in the integration range. COLSYS is
considered to be state-of-the-art software for solving contour value problems that implement a series of
algorithms to solve differential equations.

Our results are summarized by figures 3 and 4. In the former, there is shown the behaviour of the
gauge (𝐻) and Higgs (𝑋) fields while in the latter we have the geometric fields 𝐿 and 𝑁 .
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Figure 3. (Colour online) The behavior for the Higgs (𝑋) and gauge (𝐻) fields as functions of 𝑥,
considering the parameters _ = 1.0, ^ = 0.83.

5. Discussion

In figure 3 we see the radial profiles of the gauge and the Higgs fields associated to the director. Their
behavior is identical to the ones found by Garfinkle [15] for Abelian cosmic strings. We also see the same
behavior as the magnetic field and superconducting order parameter predicted by the Ginzburg-Landau
theory of type II superconductivity [4]. No surprises here, since the Lagrangians of all these models
share the same form, except for the GL case where there is no geometric part.

Figure 4 shows the geometric fields 𝐿 (𝑥) and 𝑁 (𝑥). Note the inflexion of 𝐿 (𝑥) at the defect radius
(𝑥 ≈ 1 as seen in figure 3) signaling a change in the geometry as one moves out of the defect. Note
also that we found 𝑁 (𝑥) = 1 justifying the 4D approach we used and, most importantly, that the time
dimension is not affected.
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Figure 4. (Colour online) The behaviour of the geometric fields 𝐿 and 𝑁 as functions of 𝑥, considering
the parameters _ = 1.0, ^ = 0.83.
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The geometry associated to the 𝑚 = 1 disclination, as pointed out by Katanaev and Volovich, is
conical. That is, in their purely geometric model, it corresponds to a space with a missing dihedral angle.
This missing angle, or deficit angle, means that a circle around the defect comprises a total angle less
than 2π. By analysing the slope of 𝐿 (𝑥) away from the disclination core, we have for the deficit angle:

𝛿 = 2π [1 − 𝐿′ (∞)] . (5.1)

Using the parameter values of the previous plots, we find for the planar angle deficit
𝛿𝐴

2π
≈ 0.3493 . (5.2)

6. Perspectives

In 1987, Schopohl and Sluckin [16] predicted that the core of half-integer winding number disclina-
tions in a nematic liquid crystal is in a biaxial phase instead of being isotropic. This has been confirmed by
computer simulations, as can be seen in [17–20], for instance. On the other hand, the Kibble mechanism
has been observed in the creation of such defects [21]. Since biaxiality appears naturally when one deals
with SO(3), the non-Abelian symmetry group of the liquid crystal in 3D, this motivates us to extend
the present model to the non-Abelian case, in the spirit of [22] where a SU(2) Higgs model coupled
with gravity was investigated to account for the formation of non-Abelian cosmic strings. This work is
presently in progress. Further extensions of this work include the introduction of dynamics and the study
of the Kibble-Zurek mechanism both in the Abelian and non-Abelian cases.
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Абелева модель Хiггса для дисклiнацiй у нематиках
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2 Голландський iнститут надзвичайних явищ, Iнститут перспективних дослiджень, Унiверситет
Амстердама, Уде Турфмаркт 147, 1012 Амстердам, Голландiя

3 Математичний iнститут iм. Кортевега-де Фрiза, Унiверситет Амстердама, Науковий парк 105-107, 1098
Амстердам, Голландiя

4 Лабораторiя теоретичної фiзики та хiмiї, Унiверситет Лотарингiї, CNRS, F-54000 Нансi, Францiя

Топологiчнi дефекти у пружному середовищi можна описати геометричним полем, спорiдненим з триви-
мiрною гравiтацiєю. З цiєї точки зору, дисклiнацiї— це лiнiйнi дефекти нульової ширини, що вiдповiдають
сингулярностi кривизни загалом плоского фону. З iншого боку, у двовимiрному випадку вiльну енергiю
Франка нематичного рiдкого кристала можна iнтерпретувати як абелiв лагранжiан Хiггса. У цiй роботi ми
будуємо абелеву модель Хiггса у поєднаннi з “гравiтацiєю” для нематичної фази та перспективою пошуку
бiльш реалiстичних дисклiнацiй. Таким чином, розглядається цилiндрично-симетричний лiнiйний дефект
скiнченного радiуса, iнварiантний щодо трансляцiй уздовж своєї осi. Як показав числовий аналiз рiвнянь
руху, у системi справдi виникає “товста” дисклiнацiя з +1 номером намотування. Дефект описується ка-
лiбрувальним полем та полями Хiггса, якi формують поле директора, i фоновою геометрiєю. Здаля вiд
дефекту геометрiя є конiчною, i вона пов’язана з двогранним кутом дисклiнацiї. Калiбрувальне поле, обме-
жене дефектом, задає структуру дисклiнацiї, тодi як поле Хiггса ззовнi представляє нематичний порядок.
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